Lowering Boat roof canopy

This is required IF you want to take boat into other lakes upstream, on other side of channel/river, since raised canopy will not fit under bridge into next lake upstream.

On each side of boat, there is a back almost vertical leg holding canopy up.

At base of leg, there is clevis pin attached to wire tether. Remove pin on each side, fold legs up next to other leg, and fold canopy downward to rest on back of boat.
Replace, pins back into empty bracket holes, where leg used to be mounted.
Lowering/Raising canopy is usually a two-person job.

If you change position of canopy during your stay, please place it back the way it was found with zippored canopy cover on, before you reinstall boat cover.

If you want to use canopy while you are boating in Fourth and Fifth lakes, unzip cover from above canopy and stow cover. Unfold canopy, and attach front legs to forward brackets using the pins on those brackets. Also keep back legs attached to their brackets, or reattach with pins.